Election Day is November 6, 2018

Republicans VOTE! Please vote for the Republican Candidates below who are on your ballot! They can win, but only if you VOTE!

Oregon Governor: Knute Buehler
An Oregon native, OSU graduate, Rhodes Scholar, John Hopkins University-trained orthopedic surgeon and current state representative for HD 54. For more information, visit www.KnuteBuehler.com

US Representatives:
CD1: John Verbeek
CD3: Tom Harrison
CD5: Mark Callahan

State Senators:
SD19: David Poulson
SD26: Chuck Thomsen

State Representatives:
HD27: Brian Pierson
HD31: Brian G. Stout
HD33: Elizabeth J. Reye
HD35: Bob Niemeyer
HD49: Justin Hwang
HD51: Lori Chavez-DeRemer
HD52: Jeff Helfrich

Troutdale City Council
Position 5:
Deb Reuter
**Ballot Measures**
5 measures certified to appear on the Oregon Ballot on November 6, 2018:

**Measure 102** allows cities and counties to use bonds to fund privately owned affordable housing.
MCRP position: **vote NO**

**Measure 103** bans taxes on groceries.
MCRP position: **vote YES**

**Measure 104** Defines raising revenue for the 3/5's vote requirement for bills raising revenue.
MCRP position: **vote YES**

**Measure 105** Repeals law forbidding state resources from being used to apprehend persons violating federal immigration laws.
MCRP position: **vote YES**

**Measure 106** prohibits public funds from being spent on abortions.
MCRP position: **vote YES**
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